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ABSTRACT:
For reliable and long-term stable operation of nuclear power plants, inspection and maintenance
are important. So, we develop ultrasonic-based non-destructive inspection systems, such as a
peeling inspection system for pipe lining and a shape measuring system for a laser peening
repairing system. The peeling inspection system can detect the peeling size of 10mm from
outside of the pipe during plant operation. The shape measuring system can monitor a surface
shape of a laser peening processed object within an accuracy of 0.1mm using ultrasonic
generated by pulse laser irradiation. These examples contribute to plant maintenance and
inspection efficiency. Also, they suggest that ultrasonic technology is suitable for a variety of
plant inspection applications other than conventional non-destructive test applications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) operation began about 30 years ago in Japan, the
maintenance and inspection of NPP is becoming more important. With the exception of the
reactor pressure vessel which contains nuclear fuel and is exposed to high radiation, the
essential structures of an NPP are the same as thos e of a conventional fossil power plant, being
composed of dynamic equipment such as pumps, valves and static equipment such as pipes,
heat exchangers. However, since NPP is usually operated continuously as a base load of power
supply except annual plant outage period. SO, maintenance and inspection activity should be
conducted during the period, it is important to increase inspection and maintenance efficiency
so as to shorten the outage period and increase plant availability. Also, development of new
inspection technology which can be applied during plant operation, which is called
in-operation-inspection technology, is important for decreasing annual outage maintenance work
and shortening the outage period. In order to contribute to the satisfaction of these needs, we
are developing various kinds of inspection systems based on ultrasonic technology since they
can be expected to be powerful non-destructive and in-operation inspection tools. In the present
paper, we show several examples of ultrasonic systems which have characteristic application
features different from those of conventional non-destructive application systems.

2.

PIPE LINING INSPECTION SYSTEM

Since pipe inner lining for sea water systems is important to protect from corrosion, inspection of

its damage in an early stage is necessary. In current procedure of pipe inspection in plant
outage maintenance, inspection of the pipe lining is done by observing the inside of the pipe,
after isolating, draining, detaching the pipe and removing seashells attached to the lining. If a
defect is found, temporary repairing is done in the current maintenance period. Then proper and
full-scale repairing is done in the next annual inspection period. Since the inspection range is
wide and the inspection work is very troublesome, an efficient inspection tool, which can be
applied without disassembling pipes and removing paints, is desired. Especially, the inspection
tools which can be applied during plant operation period is highly desired. Hence we
developed two kinds of inspection systems that could judge the condition of inside lining from
[1]
the outside of piping using ultrasonic probes . One system detects the echo of lining directly by
using dual probes. The other system is based on a single EMAT (Electro-Magnetic Acoustic
[2]
Transducer) , and detects lining peeling by analyzing the damping ratio of echo amplitude.
2.1 Dual Probe System
Typical wall thickness of pipe (500A) in sea water system is 9.5mm and thickness of lining is
from 2 to 3mm. Sound velocity in the pipe (carbon steel) is about 5950m/s and in the lining
(polyethylene) is about 2000m/s. In the case of vertical detection, propagation time for ultrasonic
to go and return in the pipe is about 3.2us and it is from 2 to 3us in the lining. In this case,
damping of pipe bottom echo or multiple echoes overlap the lining echo. Therefore we propose
a method in which the echo of lining is detected directly by using a dual probe system. The
principle of the lining inspection system is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1 Principle of Dual Probe System
This system is composed of two sensors that have shoes to propagate angled ultrasonic. At first,
the distance between two sensors and the angle of ultrasonic are optimized. The result is that,
45 degrees and 6mm are the suitable conditions. Using test piece that has circular defect of
10mm diameter, we tested the ability of this system. The equipment of the system is shown in
Fig.2. The system has a jig for fixing the distance between two sensors, and magnetic wheels
for attaching the sensor and moving it in a circumferential direction. The sensors are 6.5mm in
diameter and center band is 5MHz. Fig.3 shows a typical raw waveform, the upper is the data
taken at the location with peeling of lining, and the lower is the normal position. At the peeling
position there is no characteristic wave after the pipe bottom echo. On the other hand, at the
normal position 3us after the pipe bottom echo there is lining echo whose level is 1V at peak.
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Fig.2 Dual Probe Lining Inspection System

Fig.3 Example of the Raw Waveform

To judge the condition of lining automatically, signal processing is executed. Because
thickness of the pipe and lining is known, the delay time of the lining echo from the pipe bottom

echo can be calculated. In the present case, it is estimated to be from 2.1 to 3.1us. Then, signal
level is integrated by absolute value from 2.1us after bottom echo, and the integrated value is
compared with a threshold level. If the value is smaller than the threshold level, lining is
supposed to be “peeling” or “damaged”. Scanning the sensor at the interval of 5mm, the ability
of the system is tested. The threshold value can be determined by the echo measurement at
normal piping area.Fig.4 shows the result of the test. The graph shows the distribution of
integrated value according to the color map on the right-hand side in Fig.4.
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Fig.4 Verification of Ability
Because normal positions have high value due to the effect of the lining echo, they are marked
in red. And peeled positions are marked in blue. A red solid line shows the peeling area when
the threshold value is determined to be half the value of the average value of 5 points in normal
area. Though the actual peeled area’s shape is circular with diameter of 10mm, a result of the
test shows a larger area. The problem is thought to be the threshold value. However, the
purpose of this system is to “detect the peeling of the lining”, not to measure the size of peeling.
So the system can identify the defect of the lining whose size is only 10mm at minimum.
2.2 Inspection System Using EMAT
It is troublesome to use a dual probe system, because the system needs contact medium.
Hence, we developed another kind of inspection system using EMAT (Electro-Magnetic
Acoustic Transducer). EMAT acts based on the theory of electro magnetic power, and so it can
be used without contacting and contact medium. And one of the characteristics of EMAT is little
absorption of energy compared with piezo electric transducer, and so the reverberation
continues longer than in the case of a piezo electric transducer. Using this characteristic, lining
inspection can be executed by evaluating the damping ratio of the ultrasonic. Fig.5 shows the
principle of operation.
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Fig.5 Principle of Lining Inspection System
(Using EMAT)
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Fig.6 Example of the Raw Waveform

In this system, EMAT generate a transverse wave perpendicularly from the surface of the pipe.
If the lining is normal, a part of the echo arriving at the bottom of the pipe propagates toward the

lining, and the rest reflects and propagates to the surface of the pipe. Because a part of the
ultrasonic propagates to the lining, the power of the ultrasonic decreases every time it arrives at
the bottom. The ratio of reflection is determined only based on the acoustic impedance. The
acoustic impedance of the carbon steel is about 4.6*10^7, and the acoustic impedance of lining
(polyethylene) is about 2.0*10^6, and so the ratio of reflection toward the surface is estimated to
be about 84% for one reflection. On the other hand, in the case that lining is peeling and air or
water is filled between lining and pipe, the echo arriving to the bottom is not reflected at all,
because transverse wave does not propagate to air or water. Therefore by comparing the
damping ratio, we can judge the condition of the lining. Fig.6 shows the typical raw waveform.
Where lining is normal, the amplitude is 3.0V at t=0, and after six reflections, the amplitude
decreases to 2.1V (30% decrease). On the other hand, at the peeling position, damping ratio is
only 5%. Using this theory, we developed the inspection system shown in Fig.7. EMAT is
attached to the guide rail with driving gear, and the gear can scan concyclic position
automatically. The speed of the inspection is about 2 minutes for one round. The waveform is
input to the personal computer and processed. Threshold level was input manually. The result is
visualized on the computer into three levels, normal (blue), peeling (red) and caution (yellow)
and shown in Fig.8. This system can detect a defect whose size is 20mm square. A test to
determine whether a 10mm square defect could be detected was unsuccessful. It is supposed
that the size of EMAT is 20mm square, and so the damping ratio is influenced by the normal
position. In order to detect smaller exfoliation, it is necessary to miniaturize a sensor. Although
the system is good for the pipe with usual rust resisting paint, application is difficult for the pipe
with paint including zinc, because the sensitivity decreases remarkably. It is possible to adapt
the dual probe system to inspect the pipe with paint including zinc. Thus, it is effective to use the
properties of the two kinds of system.
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3.

Fig.7 Inspection System Using EMAT
Fig.8 Visualization of the Inspection Result

Ultrasonic shape measuring system

In order to extend the NPP lifetime, it is necessary to apply appropriate preventive maintenance
improvements. As one means of preventive maintenance, Toshiba developed laser peening
[3], [4]
maintenance technology which is for improvement of residual stress around welds
. In the
laser peening, it is important to determine the scanning region to be irradiates by the laser. But
because the space where the equipment exists whose residual stress is to be improved is very
narrow and subject to high dose of radioactivity, it is difficult to determine the region to be
irradiated by the laser. If the weld is not identified, it takes a long time to operate laser peening.
To reduce the operation time, the shape-measurement system is developed using the ultrasonic
generated with laser processing. Because ultrasonic induced by laser has a sharp peak, a
highly accurate measurement is expected. By the small piezo-electro transducer moving with
laser processing head, picking up ultrasonic signal for measuring the time of flight between laser
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irradiated point and sensor, and adding the information of the position of the head, the shape of
irradiated object can be calculated. Using test piece with weld, test is conducted in a water tank.
nd
Fig.9 shows the schematic of the test. 2 harmonic YAG Laser is used, iteration ratio is 10Hz,
and pulse power is about 20mJ. According to the result of the test (shown in Fig.10), measuring
accuracy is within 0.1mm, which is sufficient to detect the region of the weld.
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Fig.9 Schematic of Test

4.

Fig.10 Result of the Test

CONCLUSION

We develop various inspection or measuring systems using ultrasonic. For example, a pipe
lining inspection system is introduced. It can inspect defect of lining from outside of the pipe
during plant operation. The resolution is circle of 10mm diameter at maximum and useful for
efficient inspection. And the shape-measuring system which is used with laser processing is
useful, too. The principle of these systems is very simple, but they have important practical
advantages. The pump shaft vibration measuring system using ultrasonic from outside the
pump casing was developed and is expected to be an effective monitoring tool for pumps[5]. To
bring these kinds of systems into practical use, it is necessary to develop compact, easy-to-use
and good measurement accuracy systems. The current digital processing technology makes it
much easier to satisfy these requirements. The use of ultrasonic techniques will greatly improve
inspection efficiency. We intend to develop the useful ultrasonic-based systems from now on.
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